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MODELING A LARGE ONLINE FILE SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The data mansgBmBDt system in u•• at Purdue University'. computing
center supports both batch and interactive users. To determine a strategy
for disk storage allocation, the individual f11e sizes of the two user
groups are separated ueing hyperexponential curve fitting with linear re-
gression techniques. The techniques are applicable when the exponential
parameters of the hyperexponential distribution differ by an order of
magnitude.
Composition of Exponential Distributions
The exponential and hyperexponencial distributions are the two simplest
examples of composition of exponential distributiona, Any distribution
in this family is a weighted average of exponential distributions. Let
~l.···,Ak and wl.·· ••wk• be positive coaltaatl with wl+"'+wk • 1. A random
variable with probability density
(1)
and cumulative distribution
k (1 _ .-Aix)(2) P(x) - I ~i
i-I
k -~ix
- 1 - I ~i e
i-I
is a k-fold exponential distribution.
It is generally quite difficult to identify the weights Wi and para-
meters ~i in actual experimental situationa. but for k • 1. 2 the techniques








), n> 1, be data points for which. atra11ht
lin. fit 18 8ought, 1 •••• find c~taut. • and b 80 that the l1ne
(3) y - .. + b
11es "close to" the n data points. Traditionally, uclose to" 1s defined
a. the line that can
(4) minimize
The well-known formulas aatlsfylq (4) are given [in Freund at a1., p. 40]
ao n n
n }; z1Y1 - }; Y11-1 1-1(5) IO-




The predictive value of the model ia in equation (3) which characterizes the
process that generates y. valuu frOll z. values.
Linear le8r8.810n and the Exponential Density
Suppose the n data pointa are ...uaed to be from an exponential density
with unknown parameter A. Thus, tbe curve being Bought 1s of tbe form
(7) -AzY - fez) - A. .
To employ linear regr...loD, the Datural logarithms of the 11 are used. The
linear rear•••ion model 1. applied to tbe pairs (xi ,ln Yi ), i· 1••••• n.
3 r
The m and b obtained satisfy
Iny-mx+b
or
(8) mx + by - •
bmx
- e e
Note that the criterion satisfied in (4) 1s now interpreted 8S a weighted
product of ratios between the observed and predicted points. Furthermore,
The ratio 1s a measure of the validity of the assumption about the
if y is exponentially distributed then it follows that
m/eb
distribution.
Alternate Linear Regression for 8D Exponential Distribution
The method above can be applied to the cumulative exponential distri-
button 8S well as the exponential density.
distribution function and let
Suppose the pairs
i
n. Let Yi • % Yj be the samplej-l
yt· 1n(1 - Yl)' Apply the linear regression
Using Y(x) to represent the distributionmodel to tbe pairs
are ordered so that
curve. the m and b obtained from the model satiefy
y. - In(l - Y(x» - IIIX + b
or
(9) () mx· + bY x - 1 " .•
bmx
• 1 - e e
When Y is an exponential distribution then b - 0 and -m -).. The
proximity of b to zero is a measure of the validity of the assumption
about the distribution.
4Linear le,ressioD sDd the HrperezpoDential Di.tribution
-AZ"(1 - w) A •Z
aDd distribution
Transposing in (10) yields
Por very small or very large values of x ODe exponential component pre-
do.dnates. Suppose Al < A2, and for larle values of x, .-A2
X
a O. ThuB
(11) COD be approd_ted by
(12) -Al"1 - P(,,) • w. • I: » 0,
and the analysis for tha expoaeatlal (above) CaD be applied to obtain
• •
.. au! A1 ao ••t1lllltao .olrl.,. (12). Subatltuting "' and A1 in (11)
yiold.




. -), x(1 - w). 2
al • distribution from which (1 -~) aad ),2 can be estimated.
Note that when the rep'...loll ..del 1••pplied to (13), • second
e.t~te for w 1s obtained that caD ba ueed •• a check on the overall
distribution.
If Al and ),2 are kDowD (or ..t~t.d), ~ can be fouod (or verified
for consistency) by revrltina (11) a.
(14) -A2x1 - PIx) - • • w
5 r
and .pplyl~1 the linear regression model to the pairs
(xi' (1 - PIx) - exp (-A2X»/(oxp (-A1x) - exp (-A2X»).
The resulting m should be zero and w - b. Note that regardless of the
complexity of (14), w 1s the constant term of the linear regression
equation.
The Weibull Distribution
A random variable with probability density
(15) c-l _AXef(x) • ),cx e A > 0, C > 0
and cumulative distribution c
-AX(16) P(x)· 1 - •
has 8 Weibull distribution, characterized by two parameters. ). and c.
When c. 1 the distribution 1s exponential with parameter A. [Hihram.
pp. 279-281] attests to the utility of this distribution although rarely
bas it been proved to characterize actual processes.
Linear Regression and the Weibull Distribution
Suppose the n data points are assumed to be from 8 Weibull distrl-
bution with unknown parameters A and c.
the form
The curve being sought 1s of
(17) _).x
c
y • PIx) • 1 - e
To employ a linear regression model, (17) is transposed and the logarithm
twice taken to yield
,
6
The right side of (18) 1. linear 10 In(z). The linear reareesion model
ts applied to the pairs
(10("1)' 10(-10 (1 - Y1»)' 1· 1, •••• n.
The m and b obtained .atisfy




-. "y - 1 - e
Setting c - m and A· eb sive. the distribution of (16).
Distributions of Pile Sizes at the Purdue University Comput1na Center
Th. disk flle 1IIID8..~t .".t. at Purdue 18 being modeled 8. part
of • leraer perfOntaDC8 evaluatioD projeet. The iultial part of the study
t ••t. the feasibility of • teehnlqu8 eu....t~ by Porest Baskett. He
collected th~ lenstha of data f11.. at the Stanford linear aceelarator
coaputtns facility -and atteapted to ftt th.. to 8 specific distribution.
At Purdue. several thousand fIles are,..iata1ned on a CDC 821 -disk.
and each ftle 1s one to (approximately) 600,000 (6 bit) bytes io length.
A terminal-oriented system [ao.en et e1.] and a batch system both access
-- ,
the disk (capacity: 32.678,000 byt..). Which alloeates space in multiples
of lectors (1 sector. 640 byt..).
On April 22. 1973 the 1ensrhe of 2839 f11.s (sll f11.s in ths system)
were measured. For eacb file. itl length (in lectors), the number of
days of its inactivity and the "type" of ie. user were recorded.ft
See Table I for a summary of the 1eaath distribution.
* The•• items of data were ••lect.d beeaU88 of their availability In an exist-
ina reporting procedure. Uler types include: student, faculty unsponsored
re.earch. faculty sponsored r....rch. esternal user and system staff. Users
do Dot purge their own flIes when they becoae inactive, and the system does
it eut~t1c.~11·.f~·~.,ds7~,.
7It wal first assumed that file sizes were determined approximately by
an ezponential process. This wa. Buggeated by the memoryles8 property
of the exponential: The probability of a file achieving length L + B
conditioned on the probability that the file haa achieved lensth B 1s
independent of the value B •
Attempts to discover aD exponential process that matched the data were
fruitlesB. When a distribution adequately matched ahort files, almost no
lengthy files were predicted. When a distribution adequately matched
lengthy fllea. very few short files were predicted.
As part of the attempt at exponential fitting, the natural logarithm
of the complement of the cumulative distribution was plotted. Had the
flle sizes been exponentially distributed, the plot would have been linear.
(See equation(8).) The nonlinear plot suggested a more general distribu-
tion. Using the methods above, a hyperexponentia1 distribution was tested.
Splitting the data into two groups (short and·~ files) snd calculating
w. ~l and A2 for both groups gave surprising results. The parameters
obtained varied widely dependtns upon the choice of cutoff point. How-
ever the Al and ~2 differed by an order of magnitude (see Table 2)
so that the fit for each group should have been approximately linear.
Pai1ing that, it appear~d that the data were not generated as a sum of
exponential distributions. Pinal1y, the more general Weibul1 distribution
was attempted. Using the method of the section aboye, parameters were
obtained t~ yieid the distribution
_.34x· 44(20) y. 1 - e
-The linear regresaion line was correlated .998 with the observed data.
In an attempt to validate equation (20). data were collected to
r~pllCate the experiment. On March 6, 1974 the lengths of all fl1es were
,
88sain ....ured. Expanded uae of the .yat.. r••ulted in 7944 fl1e., an
lncr.... of almost 180% over the prior year volume. The distribution on
March 6. 1974 vaa




with the B8me high correlation••998.
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TABLE 2.
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS APPROXDlATING OBSERVED DATA
RANGE OF FILE PARAMETER OF CORRELATION
LENGTHS OVER WHICH EXPONENTIAL COEFFICIENT
FIT WAS CO!lPOTED DISTRIllUTION OF FIT
1-5 .100 .98
1-10 .073 .98
1-15 .057 .97
1-20 .047 .97
1-25 .040 .97
1-30 .036 .96
1-50 .027 .97
5-1065 .008 .97
10-1065 .008 .98
15-1065 .008 .98
20-1065 .008 .98
25-1065 .008 .98
30-1065 .008 .98
50-1065 .008 .98
100-1065 .007 .99
200-1065 .006 .99
300-1065 .006 .98
1-1065 .008 .97
